Sound Improvement

Noise Solution

A C O U S T I C S

ACOUSTIC TREATMENTS - ECHO ELIMINATION - STUDIO DESIGN NOISE CONTROL AND ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS

ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS

...we make it sound right!

OUR HISTORY & CULTURE
MRGL Acoustics has led the industry in product selection, quality, and
experience.
We’re experts in the field of sound, noise control , with close to a
decade practical experience on mind blowing projects. Our core value
lies in strategic partnerships and relationships with other leaders in
Africa, Europe and Asia: in acoustic solutions and structural
products/services innovation.
Our knowhow, integrity, and drive to provide complete solutions to
people seeking sound control and noise management, led us to start
our business which has continued to grow rapidly for almost a decade.
Acoustical Solutions is:
more than an office,
more than the solutions we provide,
more than a brand;
Rather, its a group of people who are poised to creating and
maintaining an acoustically/structurally balanced community.
Performance, pride and a desire to continually push ourselves to
become better each day.

OUR TEAM
Our team of founding employees knew that no single product would
provide the total solution, so they worked diligently to develop product
lines that would allow a holistic approach to creating truly customized
sound control solutions, yet balanced ambience in aesthetics and
design.
For projects ranging from sound studios to classrooms, worship
facilities to manufacturing plants, we have exceeded expectations
professionally across sectors, making MRGL, the most sought after in
the industry.
The success of our Acoustical Solutions is a function of our continuos
training programs as a company aside individual skills development
which is a mandate for all the technical staff.
We prioritize our commitment to our clients, who continue to patronize
us year after year with deserved accolades and referrals.
Today, our belief in providing complete solutions is still strong. Our
team of acoustical specialists work with a variety of client types from
around the globe .

MISSION:
Solving sound and noise control problems to improve our everyday
life and environment.
Hence, creating a SoundBalanced Community.
VISION:
Our vision is to become the top rated professional and result
oriented Acoustical Solutions Consultants.

With over a decade in the soundproofing industry as a company, we’ve developed a
comprehensive range of soundproofing products for the effective treatment of walls,
ceiling and floors, both in the public and private sectors.
Our Services:
1. Acoustic treatments
2. Sound proofing
3. Cinema Setup and Installations
4. Music Studio Setup and installations
5. Television and Radio Setup and installations
6. General/Industrial ceiling Installation
7. Floors: Laminated Wooding Floor, Rug/Carpet Floor, Raise Floor
5. Electrical
9. Professional Design Consultancy.
10. General Supplies

MRGL Acoustic’s range of materials include:
1. SoundBlocker ( Acoustic Paneling),
2. Soundproofing products,
Which can be used to improve speech privacy and reduce noise breakout within
private/commercial studios, offices, schools, churches and leisure complexes.
MRGL Acoustic is recognized as one of the leading manufacturing and installers of
acoustic insulation and sound absorption materials for use within both domestics
and commercial buildings.
Our team of qualified engineers comprises of Musician, Recording Engineer and
Construction Experts.
MRGL Acoustic takes a holistic approach in helping customers understand the
acoustical issues in their space and then present a practical approach to
addressing the issue. Many of our standard products can be altered to fulfill any
requirement for our customers, If you need a product in a particular size, colour,
finished or designed, you can rely on us to make things easy for you and at a very
affordable cost.

OUR PURPOSE & CORE VALUE
To provide and give quality services to clients that are in conformity with
international standard, thus contributing to the technological and
industrial development of Nigeria and the African continent as a whole.
(1) Deliver quality products & services always
(2) Provide effective acoustic solutions
3) Effect standard acoustic procedures for projects
4) Act with integrity
(5) Act with urgency and purpose
(6) Show respect for others and ourselves
(7) Eliminate waste and wasteful practices
(8) Maintain a safety environment at all times
(9) Be disciplined in all we do
(10) Continually learn, grow and improve.

SUSTAINABILITY POLICY
OBJECTIVE:
 To encourage and influence a more environmentally conscious
community as well as the MRGL Acoustic and construction
industries as a whole.
 MRGL Acoustic and its staff are committed to environmentally
sound practices by focusing on the reduction of waste.
 MRGL Acoustic has developed a comprehensive sustainability
policy to include environmental efforts related to waste, energy,
travel, noise pollution and education.

OUR APPLICATION & SERVICES
1.) Acoustical Engineering
2.) Commercial Spaces
3.) Educational Facilities
4.) Government Establishment
5.) Healthcare Center
6.) Hospitality Industry
7.) Industrial Spaces
8.) Outdoor Noise
9.) Production Studios
10.) Residential Spaces
11.) Worship Facilities

OUR APPLICATION
& SERVICES

ACOUSTICAL ENGINEERING
Our Acoustical Engineering provides service to the
architectural, environmental, industrial, commercial and
residential markets. Some examples of our services include:
NOISE LEVEL MONITORING
Noise Level Monitoring is a method of measuring the noise levels of a
sound source over a period of time. Depending on the type of project,
the monitoring length could vary from a single hour to several days, or
even over several months. Sound measurement data is either
continuously collected or gathered in a series of periodic increments
per the requirements of the job.
Application of our services include:
 ULTRASOUND SYNTHESIZING
 PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
 SOUND MAPPING
 SOUND TRANSMISSION LOSS

OUR APPLICATION
& SERVICES

COMMERCIAL SPACES
Acoustic treatments to suit the design of any office, retail space, or
public commercial building.
There are a variety of commercial spaces where acoustic treatment is
used to create a better work space. There are also acoustic
treatments that can be used for office privacy, creating comfortable
event spaces or in animal shelters where reducing noise levels from
the pets is the goal.
Application of our services include:
 CALL CENTERS
RADIO AND TV STUDIOS
 CONFERENCE ROOMS
 EVENT VENUES & RECREATION
 OFFICES, RETAIL OUTLETS

OUR APPLICATION
& SERVICES

EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES
MRGL Acoustic has budgetfriendly products for improved speech
environment, intelligibility, conversations, and balanced environment,
so students don’t miss a thing.
Good acoustics play an important role in the effectiveness of
instructional spaces. Classrooms with excessive noise reverberation
make it difficult for students to understand what is being taught.
 Children with learning disabilities have a far more difficult time
paying attention to their teacher, which is neither good for the
student or the rest of the class.
Application of our services include:
 AUDITORIUMS
 CAFETERIAS
 CLASSROOMS
 GYMNASIUM & MULTIPURPOSE ROOMS

OUR APPLICATION
& SERVICES

GOVERNMENT ESTABLISHMENT
MRGL Acoustic carries a large selection of products for any
government facility.
There are a variety of applications in government facilities; office /
conference room privacy, reduction in mechanical and equipment
noise, secure rooms environments, scientific testing rooms, gun
ranges and many other environments, where acoustical treatments
and sound control materials are required.
Application of our services include:
 AIRPORTS
 JUDICIAL & POLICE
 MULTIPURPOSE CENTERS
 SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
 WASTEWATER TREATMENT

OUR APPLICATION
& SERVICES

HEALTHCARE CENTRES
MRGL Acoustic carries a large selection of products for Healthcare
facility.
 Soundproofing healthcare spaces and hospitals aid in the healing
process.
 Patients get more rest and there is better communication between
staff and patient.
Lobby areas in children’s hospitals and care centers often get noisy
causing miscommunication and fatigue between staff and patient.
Sound control treatment such as acoustic wall panels help reduce
ambient noise levels and create a better working environment.
We use many types of acoustical treatment in order to meet the

OUR APPLICATION
& SERVICES
HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY
MRGL Acoustic provides great looking, low maintenance sound
solutions for better dinner conversations and more enjoyable hotel
stays.
 Loud, noisy bars and restaurants lose potential return customers.

Good music in bars and nightclubs, quiet environments in
restaurants, along with good food and drink brings customers back.
 Good acoustics in these spaces is easy to achieve using sound
absorption panels and baffles.
 Our panels come in a variety of sizes, colors and can have custom
printed artwork to meet design goals.

Target area include:
 BARS & NIGHT CLUBS
 CLUBHOUSE VENUES

OUR APPLICATION
& SERVICES

INDUSTRIAL SOLUTION
MRGL Acoustic provides Powerful Sound Blockers and Absorbers
contain heavy equipment noise, and lower decibels.
 Industrial & manufacturing plant noise causes lower employee

productivity, less safety communication, worker fatigue, and higher
absenteeism.
 With proper sound treatments, you can engineer the noise out of a
plant by using enclosures to encapsulate noise. acoustical blanket
walls to block off noisy areas, or baffles and wall panels to reduce
the overall ambient noise in the plant.
Target area include:
 ENERGY OPERATIONS
 MANUFACTURERS
 WATERCRAFT

OUR APPLICATION
& SERVICES

OUTDOOR NOISE
MRGL Acoustic provides exterior grade products for outdoor performance spaces,
sound barriers and enclosures.
 Outdoor noise comes in many varieties: outdoor mechanical equipment, fans,

pumps, trains and more.
 We work with our customers to find the best way to reduce outdoor noise.
 We accomplish this by creating noise enclosures using outdoor sound barrier
blankets or wall systems around mechanical equipment.
 Your solution can vary based on the amount and type of noise you wish to control.

OUR APPLICATION
& SERVICES

PRODUCTION STUDIOS
MRGL Acoustic proffers high performance treatments for recording,
broadcasting, and soundsensitive creative spaces.
Production rooms, whether in a commercial or home recording studio,
a broadcast studio, or a production room in a church, require three
things;
 low noise from the mechanical equipment,
 a room isolated from outside noise and,
 a room with good acoustic control.
Studio isolated room by using double wall construction methods if you
have lots of space or thinner walls using sound barrier materials,
sound damping materials, resilient isolation clips, ceiling isolation
hangers, acoustical doors and windows and acoustical door seals in
all applications, to achieve required results.
We provide service to
 COMMERCIAL STUDIOS
 RESIDENTIAL STUDIOS

RESIDENTIAL SPACES
Thoughtful acoustic design creates superior sound in home theaters
and quiet living spaces. Residential spaces require sound control in
many instances.
Do you have a home theater where you want good sound and
increased volume, but you don't want to disturb the rest of the house?
Do you have a home studio where you want to play music at all hours
of the day and night without disturbing others in your house or
neighbours?
Do you have a large living area or atrium that just seems noisy and has
too much echo?
MRGL Acoustic have sound barrier materials, isolation hardware and
acoustical door seals to isolate a room, along with sound absorbing
materials and panels of many sizes, shapes and colors to work with
the design of your rooms. We also have fabric wrapped panels that
can be used to suit your custom artwork or photography to work with
any design approach.

OUR APPLICATION
& SERVICES

WORSHIP FACILITIES
 Reduce echo to increase speech and music clarity, so the message
is always heard.



 Many worship spaces have changed design in the last decade to

accommodate the larger numbers of worshipers in the
congregation and the type of worship service.

 The Sanctuaries are larger in size and volume. The music is more



ecstatic with so much echo, reverb, noise. In nature, but for the
service, we still want an intimate environment with a balanced
sound ambience.

 Soundproofing in a worship space is achieved by installing sound

absorbing materials in the room to reduce sound room
reverberation and echo in the various rooms for better speech
intelligibility and clarity in music.

Target space;
 MULTIPURPOSE ROOMS
 SANCTUARIES

OUR
CLIENTELE

We’ve been privileged to provide product / services to the
following clientele:
 Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC)
 Anglican Church Of Nigeria HQ Abuja
 The Summit Bible Church HQ Abuja
 Christ Apostolic Church HQ Abuja,
 Silverbird Cinema VI Lagos
 Genesis Cinema,
 Maxfm Abuja
 Maxfm Lagos
 AdabaFmAkure
 Samsong Studio,
 El Studio,
 Mashorial Arena Lounge & Club,
 Barcode Lounge Kaduna
 Sandralia Hotel
 Julius berger
 Prixair music studio
 Genesis Deluxe Cinema
 Alien prose
 Trucrete Solutions
 East Bird Studio
 Splash FM ABEOKUTA
 SEARCH FM 92.3 FUT MINNA etc.

OUR TECHNICAL SECTION
GENERAL ACOUSTICS
CEILING INSULATION
WALL SOUNDPROOF INSULATION

Fabric

Insulation

As well as acoustic treatment products and solutions we also specialise in

Soundproofing. We get involved with all types of soundproofing requirements

whether you require soundproofing for domestic applications, soundproofing for

commercial and office applications or soundproofing for studios. We have a vast

range of products varying in price and performance to suit most needs and

applications. Soundproofing from the look of it can be a daunting task however with
our help and solutions it doesn't have to be. Just take advantage of our input and

products to achieve the results you require. We not only supply the materials you

require but we can also complete the installation for you. With your requirements and
we can put a complete solution together for you.

Our Polystyrene Flat and Corrugated Ceiling
Insulation system

Stud With Rockwool

Gypsum Board
12mm

Airgab

8cm

5cm

Wall

CEILING’S SYSTEM OF INSTALLATION

STYROFOAM / POLYSTYRENE

Hanging Wire
Fiber
FiberGlass
Glass / /Glasswool
Glasswool
/ Rockwool
/ Rockwool

Mineral Fiber Ceiling

ACOUSTIC CEILING INSULATION
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SOUND MOVEMENT
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CONTACT DETAILS

+234 806 026 5041
+234 810 451 8116

www.mrglacoustic.com
admin@mrglacoustic.com

